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ABSTRACT

Geography can be a useful component in the govern-

ment planning process. However, a more meaningful and

comprehensive approach to planning the geography of public

administration is requíred. In particular, concepts and

measures of spatial effectiveness, a geographical quality

ind.icating how adequately an administrative system futrfills

the spatial attributes of public goals, should be defined

and. applied.

The intention here is to examine the mechanism for

measuring the spatíal effectiveness of a public administrative

system. This is attempted in a case study of the Manitoba

Department of Health and Social Development's delivery of

Income Security Services through the Winnipeg Regional Office

System.

The research reveals that more comprehensive measures

of spatial effectiveness, embracing elements of accessibility

and the population in need of services, should be devised.

It is also concluded that these measures should only be pro-

ferred as initial indicators for planning purposes due to

inherent assumptions and limitations.

In the case study, it is recommended that. the Manitoba

Department of Hea1th and Social Developmênt pursue data re-

form, comparative evaluation and more rigorous geographical

planning. This research is only suggested as a starting point

for further geographical studies and government planning.
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Geography can contribute to the planned development

of public administration in two ways. First, geographers

formulate and test hypotheses about the spatial

organization of administrative systems. Second,

geographers assist government decision-makers by applying

geographical theory to resolve real-world organizational

problems. The latter involves the evaluation and

planning of administrative regions, boundaries, facilities

and networks. The aim is to improve the effectiveness

and efficíency of these sYstems

Effectiveness and efficiency are optimal standards

established by the full array of decision-makers in

government and society. Effectiveness is a quality

indicatíng how adequately an administratíve system fulfills

public aoals. Governments promote effectiveness to

enhance the relat,ionship of administrative systems to

the pubtic. The intention is to fulfilt pr:blic Aoals by

offeríng a suitable level and quality of service

delivery wherever there is a demand for services.

Efficiency is itself a public goal and therefore,

is part of the broader concept of effectiveness. It is

a quality indicating how adequately an administrative

system carries out the work processes necessary to

fu1fill other public goa1s. Governments promote

efficiency to minimize the cost of operating

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTÏON



administrative systems; The intention is to protect the
public's fiscal ínterests by economizing expend.itures.

Society demands that public ad.ministration be both

effective and efficient at the same time. rn practice
governments attempt to strike an acceptable balance

beÈween these dual objectives. Government must reconcíle
what is suitabre to pr.rblic need.s 'with what is feasibre in
the realm of admínistrative capabilities. vüithouË the

const,raint of economic efficiency, the price of furfitring
many of society's goars would. probably be prohibítive for
the public treasury. similarly, without the effective
fulfillment of societyrs goals, public discontent or
alienation would probably overshadow the economic

pndoqments of efficiency.

consumer advocate Rarph Nader has reiently called.

for a re-assessment of current government, planning

priorÍties. He observes that, "Arthough consumers are

abre to obtain performance information on cars, toasters
and restaurants, they seldom have access to data that
tells them if an organization helps them achieve personal
goals . " ( Dennison , Lg7 4: 10 ) . Nad.er contends that
governments should be more accountable and responsive to
societyrs needs and interests. He recommends ongoing

or periodic evaluation of government administrative
systems as a means to monitor and control the effectiveness
with which public goals are fulfilled.

It is to this end that this research seeks to

2.



evaluate the spatial effectíveness of a public

administrative system. Spatial effectiveness is a

quality indicating an administ::ative systernr s ability

to fu1fill spatial goals. Spatial goals are fulfilled
when the spatial attributes of pr-lblic aoals are

optimized in an objective function. ïn thís wây, the

current spatial structure of an administ.rative system is
compared against an optímal structure based on the

systemrs spatial objectives. The degree to which a

predetermined set of spatial goals is realized d.emonstrates

the systemrs spatial effectiveness.

Objective

This research has two primary objectives. The first

objective is to evaluate the spat,ial effectiveness of a

public administrative system using a case study. The

ínt,ention is to identify the system's spatial goals and

to measure the effectiveness with which these goals are

administered. Tbe second objective is to examine the

mechanism for measuring the spatial effectiveness of
this administrative system. The intention is to
invest,ígate the analytical problems and deficiencies

associated. with this form of evaluation. There.is no

attempt to develop plannÍng decisions around the systemrs

geographical problems or to propose new methods for
measuring spatial effectiveness. Instead, the research

seeks to understand some of the applications and

3-



timitations of uÈi.Iizing measures of spatial effective-

NESS.

The administrat,ive system used for the case stud.y

is the Vüinnipeg Regional Offíce System (W.R.O.S.). This

system i-s one of seven regional service admínistrations

established by the Manitoba DepartmenÈ of Health and,

Social Development (u. & s.D.). It is responsible for

delivering a comprehensive range of health and social

services to the Winnipeg Region, including financial

benefits called Income Security Services provided und,er

the Social Allowances Act. The Winnipeg Region is

comprised of the metropolitan area of the City of

Vüinnipeg, plus the Rura1 Municipalities of East St. Paul

and West St. Paul.
' Over the past few years, H. & S.D. has established

a specific set of spatial goals for regional service

delivery. Through a process of re-organization, the

Department has attempted. to maximize the accessibilíty

of servíces t,o the demand population, while meeting the

service need.s of that population, wherever needs occur.

In order to fulfill this objective, service facilities

delivering the total complement of the Departmentf s

community services have been located at central points

ineachservicearea.Asaresu1t,therehasbeena

progressive decentralization of facility locations to

the community level.

To date, this service objective has not been fu1ly

4.



realized in any of the Departmentrs seven administrative
regions. However, only the lVinnipeg Region has strayed.

significantly from the original re-orgallizational
concept. InsÈead of establishing an integrated set of
total-service, conmunity-based, facilities, three

distinct spatíal systems have evolved. Disjoint sets of
facility tocations and íntersecting service areas

partition the deU-very of fncome Security Services from

other service programs ín the Vüinnipeg Region.

The fulfillment of the Departmentrs service objective
is particularly important for !ü.R.O.S. First, more than

half the Province's million population and a greater

proportion of its affluence are concentrated in the

9üinnípeg Region. However, amid this apparent abundance

is a corresponding concentration of health and social
welfare problems sustained by the urban environment.

As a result, more than half of H. & S.D. ts clientele
is concentrated in the lrlinnipeg Region. This

concentration, plus the special service needs

associated with Vfinnipeg as an urban area have

necessitated the development of a service delivery
system distinct from those systems operating in other

administrative regions

Second, the location of service facilities at
points central to the population in need of services

is important because of the high incidence of walk-in

trade in the Winnipeg Region. In rural and northern

5.



areas, most client contacts are completed in the field,

usually at the client's residence. The initial

application for services and. the evaluation of service

needs are completed at this time. However, because of

its relatively compact setting and because of various urban

transportation factors, the predominant form of client con-

tact in the V{innipeg Region is at the office site. Clients

initiate contact in most cases by approaching an office and.

requesting services. Once the initiat application for

services has been completed at the office, service needs

are evaluated by means of a field workerrs visit to the

client's residence. If health or counselling services are

required, professional staff and clients arrange to meet

at the office or at the clientr s residence.

Therefore, service delivery in the lfinnipeg Region

is a two-!ìray link involving travel by field. staff and

clients between service facilities and clientsr residences.

It is important for service facilities to be both identifiable

and accessible to the population in need of services in order

to facilitate trips by prospective clients to an offíce to

initiate contact. Simílarly, it is important for service

facilities to be located. at points central to the population

in need of services in order to facilitate trips by field

staff to clientsr residences.

The objective function implied by the spatial

6.



ínteraction of field staff and clients in the lnlinnipeg

Region involves maximizing the accêssibility of service

facilíties to the population in need of services, This

function falls into the broad class of techniques called
the location-allocation problem. Ho1mes and. ltebster
(L973:7), with reference to Scott (1970:95)' define

location-allocation problems as follows:

central facilities and the allocation of
demand. points to the central faciLities such
that the costs of flows between demand points
and. facilities is minimised, Scott (f970 p. 95)
states the problem succinctly: ' ...suppose that
there are given (a) a set of n demand points
distributed in the plane (b) a numerical weight i

to be att,ached to each point and (c) a set of
m indivisable centroíds wit,hout predetermined
Iocations; then, the location-allocation pro-

' blemr in its most general form, is to fínd
locations for the m centroids and an allocation
of each pointr oï fraction of a point, to some
centroid so as to optimise an objective
function I . tt

Accessibility can be maximized by allocating demand

locations to the nearest facility or by locating
facilities at points which minimize aggregate distances

to demand locations. The latter is applied in this
research. fn each case, solutíons are a function of
distance and population.

The second part of the functional relatíonship is
concerned with supplying the level of services required

to fulfill the service needs of the demand population in
each service area. It is a part of the larger objective

to maximize accessibility. Need is a relative concept,

"Location-aIlocation
ultaneous determination of locations for

7.
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and, as such, is difficult to measure. It is comprised

of an applied demand, plus an uncontacted resídual.

Services are rarely, if ever, extended to the levet of need

due to numerous eligibility, production and distribution
constraints. Harvey (L972292) explains need as follows:

"Needs are not constant for they are categories
of human consciousness and as society is
transformed so the consciousness of need is
transformed. The problem is to define exactly
what it is that need is relative to and to
obtain an understanding of how needs arise

Needs can be defined with respect to a number
of different cat.egories of activity. . . Within
each of these categories \Á¡e can set about
defining those minimum quantities and qualities
which we would equate with needs. This minimum
wíII vary according to the social norms accepted
at a given time. There will also be a variety
of ways of fulfilling such need.s."

':
In an article on "Social Justice and Spatial Systems",

Harvey (Ig72:90-96) suggests that the main components

of territorial social iustice are need, contribution to
the common good and merit. He considers need to be the

most significant component to the development of a just

distribution of pubtic services. Harvey discusses four

approaches to measure need. These are market demand,

latent demand measured via relative deprivation, potential
demand based on inherent factors and consultation with
experts.

The third approach , potential demand, is a sllrrogate

of need. Harvey believes that po.tential demand, along

with consultaÈion with experts, is the most indicative
measure of need. It is calculated by applying the

8.



eligibility criteria for supplying a service to the

associated demand characterist,ics of the regional
population. Using an example of the need for health

care, Harvey (L972¿93) comments on potentiat demand:

"Population totals obviously provide an
initial ind,icator of potential need; But the
characteristics of that population are also
important. Health problems can be related to
agê, life-cyc1e, amount of migration, and so on.
In addition there are special problems which
may relate to occupational characteristics
(such as mining), to socíologica1 and cultural
circumstancesr ês well as to income Ievels.
Health problems can also be related to loca1
environmental cond.itions (density of population,
Ioca1 ecological cond.itions, air and. water
quality, and so on). If we knew enough about
all of these relationships we should. be able
to predict the volume and incídence of health
care problems across a set of territories,
from demographic and environmental information.
This requires a far more sophisticated under-' standing of relationships than we current,Iy
have, but various attempts have been made to
carry through this method. The attraction of
it, of course, is that it does provide a
reasonably objective method for measuring
potential demand for health care. Unfortunately,
râ/e are still left with the problem of converting
this potential demand into a measure of need.
A measure of need in thÍs case requires that
we determine what are needed as opposed to
non-essentíal responses to these statistically
determined potential d.emand.s. "

It remains, then, to determine whether or not VÍ.R.O.S.

Ís fulfilling the Departmentr's service delivery objective.
If the set of facilities is effectively maximizing the

accessibility of services to the demand population and.

is meeting that population's servíce needsr rro relocation
of facilities or subsequent re-alignment of service areas

may be required.. However, if the effectiveness with

9.
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which this goal is being fulfilled is unaccepËable, other

alternat,ives for spatíal planning in the Winnipeg Region

should be consid.ered. Whichever conclusion is reached,

this is only intended as a preliminary enquiry from which

more intensive spatial analysis and 1arge-scale evaluation

and planning can emanate.

Methodology

The research only concerns the developmenÈ of W.R.O.S.

during the last five years. This period encompasses the

development of W.R.O.S. from it,s ínt,rod.uction as a ner^r

concept of service d.elivery in J:ITO to current proposals

for alternat,ive administration in the Vfinnipeg Region.

The data and background information for this period were

collected. from various media, includ.ing: interviews with
H. & S.D. officials; Departmental and Statist,ics Canada

computer print-outs; H. & S.D. statistical bulletins,
reports, correspondence and administrative files; and

local newspapers.

The research is comprised of five chapters. In
Chapter 1, the topic ís introduced and the objective and.

methodology are outlined.

In ChapÈer 2, the geographical background and

development of W.R.O.S. over the past five years are

summarízed. First, H. & S.D.rs departmenLal structure,
servj-ces, external relations and regional administration

are presented. Then, the spatial and operational



components of W.R.O.S. and the spatial implications of service

delivery are specified. The chapter concludes with a dis-
cussion of the past and. current development of Vü.R.O.S.rs

spatial goals and a definitive statement of these goals.

In Chapter 3, there is an attempt to measure W.R.O.S.'s

spatial effectíveness by evaluating the system's fulfillment
of the spatial goals defined in Chapter 2. First, the method

and its data requirements are stated. The method. is referred

to as the ïndex of Effectiveness (E-index). The E-index is
based on a distance-minimization technique proposed, by Massam

(1972z4-6) and on a potential demand. measure recommended by

Harvey (L972:93). These measures are incorporated together

to evaluate the accessibility of the set of facility locations

to-the population in need of services. This index is applied.

to !rT.R.O.S. to calculate the effectiveness of present ïncome

Security facitity locations and to formulate evaluation corÌ-

clusions.

In Chapter 4, some of the limitations of the evaluation

are examined. The analytical problems and deficiencies
associated with this form of analysis, plus some of the practical
shorÈcomings of the data set and. Lhe application of the E-index

technique to thís particular system are investigated.

In Chapter 5, a summary and. explanation of research

findings and suggestions for future geographical and government

research are given.

11.
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The Manítob

The Manítoba Department of Health and Social

Development (H. e S.D.) is one of twenty minist.ries and

departments in the Provincial Government of Manitoba. It
operates by legislative authority through thirty-three
statutes and. twenty boards, commissions and committees.

The Department, is organized in three divisions, id.entified
in Diagram #1 as Resources, Community Operations and

Inter-Regional Operat.ions. Corrective and Rehabilitative
Services is a separate ministry attached to H. & S.D. The

divisions deliver programs and services through regional

öffices, health units, mental health centres, correctional
institutions, laboratories and related facilities.
Services to the public include health care, social
assistance, rehabilitation, corrections, social counselling

and health and social services education. The work is
carried out by a Departmental staff of close to 51000 at,

a projected cost of $308r559r400 (Krueger, 1975:I).

These figures represent 442 of the 12r000 ProvincÍal

civil servants and 30S of the Lg75/76.spending estimates

of $1r009,257,300.

The primary goal of H. ç S.D. is to promote and

maintain the health, social and economic fulfillment of
the ind.ividual. In order to meet this goal, the

Department co=operates on a cost-sharing, program and

CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND

Department of Health and Social Develo nt
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planning basis with the Federal Government, city and

metropolitan governments, rural municipalities, local

government districts and. private social welfare agencies.

Health and ÏVelfare Canad.a is the corresponding department

at the federat leveI. Health and Welfare is accountable

for the development and administration of universal social

welfare and health programs, like Family Allowances and

Unemployment Insurance. It also serves in a consultative

capacity to the Provinces and administers grants to

provincial bodies through special programs, like the

Canada Assistance Plan. In addition, Health and lrlelfare

is responsÍble for the National !üelfare Council which is

an advisory committee set up to help co-ordinate the

activities of various levels of government and. private

agencíes.

In Manitoba, H. & S.D. shares the responsibilíty for

health and social services with local governments and.

private agencies. These provincial bodies carry out

programs at the.community and neighbourhood levels. The

programs are highly sensitive to local needs and. are often

more specialized than Provincial services. In most cases,

H. & S.D. attempts to co-ordinate its services with local

services. For example, the City of Winnipeg Public

Welfare Department has jurisdiction for the first ninety

days of social assistance cases and is reimbursed by the

Province at 508 of the assístance payments. After ninety

d.ays, cases are transferred -to H. & S.D.'s Social Allowances

]-4-



fíIes, ât which time the Federal Governrnent contributes

504 of the cost through the Canad.a Assistance PIan. fn
contrast, private agencies are subsidized by d.irect

government and private grants. The value of grants varíes

considerably among agencies-

H. & S.D. ls Community Operations Division is
responsible for delivering community-based health and

social services throughout. D{anítoba. The Department has

defined seven ad.ministratíúe regions for the purpose of
consistent and effective delivery of community services.

The seven regions, each headed. by a Regional Director,
are named Vtinnipeg Region, Interlake Region, Eastman

Region, Central Region, lVestman Region, Parklands Region

and Nbrman Region and are íllustrated in Map #1. Each

region ad.minist,ers the entire array of H. & S.D. rs

community services through a basic unit of administration

catled the Regional Office. Facilities have also been

ext,ended to the sub-regional level as a result of the

increasing number of service teams in the field and in
response to pnblic demands for better access to services.

This has resulted in a hierarchy of Regional Offices,
Dístrict Offices and Sr:b-Stations,. The intention is for
each region to operate, in terms of people and services,

as the vital point of contact between tJ e citizen in

need and the Department.

15.
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The Winnipeq Reqional Office System

The service delivery system operating under the

direction of the Community Operations Division in

Winnipeg is called the Vüinnipeg Regional Office System

(W.R.O.S.). The system's organizational structure is

depicted in Diagram #2 and its spatial compon^enËs are

shown in Maps #2, 3 and 4. The operational components

of lrl.R.O.S. are ídentified as Administration, Income

Security Services,,Personal Services, Separated Services

and Regional Support Services. They are often physically

isolated in regional operations and only interact on a

referral basis.

The Adminístration component is responsible for the

total, administratíve function of the region. The

Regional Office, located in the Winnipeg lVest District

Office, acts as. the headquarters from which the Regional

Management Team, headed. by the Regional Director,

co-ordinates regional operatíons. The Management Team

has ultimate responsibility for regional bud.gets, vehicles,

space, purchasing, supplies and other administrative

concerns. It also supervises the allocation of support

services, such as reception, case opening and closirg,

statistics, data processirg, filing and clerical services,

for the Income Security and Personal Services programs.

In addition, the Management Team provides a necessary

Iiaison with Central office (Community Operations Division)

at Fort Osborne Barracks and with other H. & S.D. regions.

16.
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MAP #3 - THE WINNIPEG
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The Income Security component is responsible for

handling cases with financial input. The service

categories and eligibility criteria for financial

assistance are defined in the Social Allowances Act.

The case categories include Mothersr Allowances, Aged

Social Allowances, Special Dependent Care, Long-term

and Temporary Disability Allowances, General Assistance

and Special Cases. Intake Workers take the initiat
application for services at the Tncome Security District
Office. The clientrs eligibility and. service needs are

determined and if counselling is requíred, the client is
referred to Personal Services. An Evaluator is assigned

to complete the case documentation by making a home visít
t,o evaluate the clientls financial eligibility and

counselling needs. A Service Clerk is then assigned to
process the necessary assístance papers and to administer

the case on an ongoing basis. A District Director of
Income Security acts as the program supervisor and

co-ordinates team activíties in each of the four Income

Security District. Offices.

The Personal Services component ís responsible for
handling cases with treatment and counselling input.
Medical Officers of Health and Public Health Nurses

provide a comprehensive range of public health services.

These includ.e pre-natal and post-natal care, conmunicable

disease control, home care, school health programs,

family planning services and pr-rblic health education

L7.



services. Personal Services Vüorkers (social workers)

províde a host of social services, including vocational

rehabilitation and family and financial counselling. A

Director of Personal Services acts as the program

supervísor and co-ordinates the activities of several

teams in each of the Personal Services Areas. The three

Personal Services Areas are broken d.own into twelve

teams allocated to ten Sub-Stations. Sub-Stations #f
and #2 in the Winnipeg Northeast, Area each have two teams

assigned. Each team is supervised by a Team Co-ordinator

who reporËs to the Area Director.

The Separated Services component concerns the delivery
of community services outside the regular framework of
Ví.R.Ö.S. Unlíke other H. & S.D. regions, the lrlinnipeg

Region has removed some services frqm the District offices
and Sub-stations and. placed them in separate locations.
H. & S.D. has centralized. Student Aid, Care Services,

Child Vfelfare and Conciliation Services and has developed

three separate locations for Probations. The separation

of these services from the regular framework was

precipitated by the need for autonomous office locations

for more personalized administration of these specialty
services.

The Regional Support Services component concerns the

utilizat,ion of existing pri-vate and public resources by

Winnipeg Region program workers. These support services

are highly specialized and include dental, healÈh

18.



education, mental health, community development, job

placement and medical services. The personnel associated

with these services act as consultants for H. & S.D.

workers or provide a direct service on behalf of the

Region. Support services personnel are assigned to

District Offices or Sub-stations, depending on the

affiliation of the support service to office functions.

The community servj-ces delivered by w.R.O.S. involve

both the movement of clients to facilities and the move-

ment of facility workers to clients. However, the direction

and frequency of staff and. client movements vary from case

to case and from region to region. Although both functional

states exist in all regions, there are marked preferences

for passive service delivery in the Vlinnipeg Region and

active service d.elivery in rural and remote H. & S.D. regions.

In the Vtinnipeg Region, because of the high degree of walk-

in trade, Intake is set up as a separate section in rncome

Security Offices operating with a full-time staff. In rural

and remot,e regions, where walk-in trade is less prevalent

and Intake is done in the fie1d, it is part of the Intake/

Evaluator function. ïn al1 cases, clients are geographically

assigned to specific facilities without choice.

19.

Spatial Goals

Toward the end of 1970,

organizatíon was begun by H.

a

&

gradual process of re -
S.D. A Departmental report



recommending a new organizational concept was introduced

by the Special Stud.ies Group, the office responsible for
planning H. e S.Ð. rs organization. The concept was called.

the Single Unit Delivery System (S.U.D.S.) . Many of the

reporËrs recommendations have yet to be implemented or

fully ::ealized. because of revised plans, interim d.evelop-

ment st,rategies and technical problems. However, the

major themes remain intact for pre,sent,-day planning of
regional field operations.

S.U.D.S. h/as developed to dispell public dissatisfac-
tion with the efficiency and responsiveness of community

service delivery.. The Department came to the conclusíon

that the ind,ividual citizen had been und.ervalued as the

focus of government attenÈion. The public was confused

and. alienated by the bureaucratic maze of Municipal,

Provincial and Federal departnrents, agencies, statutes r

regulations, programs, services, procedures and. forms.

This fragrnentation resulted in duplicatíon of effort
and gaps in Departmental service delivery. Therefore,

H. & S.D. (1970:6) resolved. thatn

"Programs and services must be restructured so
as to achieve that singular perspective of the
individual or family who needs help. I{e need
an operating structure, a process, that will
a1low the citizen to approach a single point
of contact for assistance. A basic statement
of need at that vital point of contact should
be the trigger that brings together all our
resources and skills as a single unit, and
thus serve the total individual. Only in this
Ì474y can we clear the maze and restore that
sense of participation and acceptance on the

20.



part of
organize
internal
H. & S.D. rs present course involves continued efforts

to develop a wide range of community-based services. This

objective is balanced by a stated. desire to obtain the

best possibte return on the investment of human and

financía1 resources through the effective organization and

co-ordination of servíce delivery systems. Particular

attentíon is also being accorded the pneservation of loca1

community interests and involvement by people in Departmen-

tal services. A trend toward. the decentralization and

humanization of the existing system is being pursued.

H. & S.D. is not working in isolation. Other

Provinciat deparËments are also taking a'critical took at

the delivery of their services. There are definite trends

toward identifiable points of contact for service

recipients, toward single units of delivery wherever

possible and toward citizen participation. The present

course of re-organizat,ion ís leading to the formation of

regional governments in Manítoba. The intention ís for

the people of Manitoba to identify more closely with the

political-administrative process underlying. service

delivery. This objective is a principal goal envisaged

by the present Provincial- Government.

The s¡latial expression of these public goals involves

properÈies of accessibility and need. Accessibility

concerns the minimization of interaction distances between

the citizens of Manitoba. We must
our efforts and activitíes less bY
standards and more bv external demands

2L.



the set of facilities and the demand population. The

Departmentr s intention is to develop a more intimate
service delivery by bringing services to the people. In
the lVinnipeg Region, H. & S.D. has attempted. to 1ocate

facilities at points which are vísible, Ídentifiabre and

accessible to as many people as possible. In practíce,
the Department has located. facilities on or near major

thoroughfares, close to public transit routes and. in
proximity to other government buildings. Otherwise, the

availabílity of suitable office sites and ad.equate froor
space ís currentry the most important variable in location
decisions. The selection criteria for this varieble are

found.ed on the economics of the physicar prant in terms

of land. rent^, construction and/or renovation cost,s and

other capital outlays. Present facirity locations are

both visible and identifiable, but the question remains

whether or not they are also accessible.

Need concerns the futfillment of potential demand in
the regíonal population.' The pepartment,s intention. is to
promote and maintain the health, social and economic wert-
being of Manitobans. In the Winnipeg Region, H. & S.D.

has at.tempted to meet the service needs of all eligible
individuals. Because some demand for services is
ineligible and because other leve1s of government ând

prívate agencies deliver complementary services, the

Department does not expect to fulfirr art the potentiar
demand in any given region. However, by identifying

22.



service areas which have a discernabre need for services,

special planning can be applied to alleviate regional
d.isparities in service delivery

Therefore, the spatial goals of W.R.O.S. are related
to t,he accessibility of and the need for services.

Together, these varíables constitute a comprehensive

spat,Ía1 goal for Vü.R.O.S. Ttre objective function is,
ITo maximize the accessibility of services to
the d.emand popul-ation, while meeting the

service needs of that populaÈion, wherever

needs occur. t

The spatial attributes of this function are measured by

minimizing the aggregate distances between facility

'llocations and the locations of the regional population

demonstrating a potential demand. for facility services.
For the purposes of this research, the objective function
is restricted to the Vfinnipeg Region and, the present

Income Security District boundaries defined in Vf.R.O.S.

23.
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The E-Index Technigue

The Index of Effectiveness (E) is based. on a

technique proposed by Massam (Lg72¿4-6) in a ïesource

paper on "The Spatial Structure of Administrative

Systems". Massam d.efines an accessibility measure of the

location of a facility with respect, to the distribution
of demand population ín a service area. Accessibility
is d.efined in terms of the Moment of ïnertia of a service

area and inctudes a distance-decay element. Unlike the

proximal solution which assígns demand points to the

nearest facility, this technique at.tempts t.o minimize

accessibility distances by finding Lhe Centre of Demand,

for the d.istribution of demand. points. The distance-

decay element biases accessibility by multiplying the

weight of a ¡roint by the square of the distance, thereby

weighting very heavily those points furthest from the
centre.

The techníque also incorporates a measure of need

for services as the population element of the objective

function. A potential demand Èechnique is used as a

surrogate measure of need. The purpose is to minimize

the aggregate distances between facility locations and

the population in need of services by locating facilities
at the Centres of Demand in service areas. The E-index

CHAPTER 3 EVALUATTON



is calculated by comparing the aggregate accessibility

for present DisLrict Office locations against the

aggregate accessibility for facility locations located

at the Centres of Demand in Income Security Districts.

This should give an initial indication of how adequately

W.R.O.S. maximizes the accessibility of District Offices

to the population in need. of Income Security Services.

In orden to determine the E-ind.ex, a four-step

procedure is followed. First, the aggregate accessibility

distances for present ïncome Security District Offices

are calculated in the formula,

where an Income Security District is made up of n demand

points, j is the District office, d.*2 i= the square of' r-l
the distance between each demand point and the District.

Office and p. is the potential demand for Income Security'l-

Services at each demand point

Second, the co-ordinates of the Centre of Demand are

calculated. The demand poínts are located wíthín a

co-ordinate system and the interpoint distances are

measured. The X co-ordinate of the Centre of Demand. is
given by,

25.
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and the Y co-ordinate of the Centre of

ËPr
i=t 4

where x. and. y, are the co-ordinates of a demand. point.r *l_

In this way, the Centre of Demand method. calculates the

means of the X and Y co-ordinates for a distribution of

weighted points. The resulting co-ordinates (XCOTYC')

give the location of one possible point in the

distribution which minimizes aggregate weighted distances.

Third., the aggregate accessibility distances for
Centre of Demand. Iocations are calculated in the formula,

ot2^cD = ,F, dico P:-

where CD is the Centre of Demand, and diCo2 is the square

of the distance between each demand poínt and the Centre

of Demand.

Fourth, the Ind.ex of Effectiveness (E) is defined as,

\/=-co

n
E
i=1

YiPi

Demand is given by,
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the index number approaches 1.0, the more effective
should be the flow of servÍces to the demand population
in need of Income Security Services.

Data Requirements

The data requirements for the E-index technique are

in three parts. First, the given d.ata involves the
plotting of supply and demand points as Lwo-2 figure
cartesÍan co-ordinates. Map #s shows the gríd overray for
the co-ordinate system. supply points are located at
District. office facilitlr locations, while demand points
are located. at the approximate centres of the demand areas

contained within each office's service area. Demand areas

'äre designated as the statistics canada census tracts of
the vùinnipeg Region. The Appendix gíves a rist of the

census tracts aligned with each ïncome security District..
The co-ordinates of District office rocations and. the
approximate centre of each census tract are also given.
This listing is referenced agaÍnst Map #6 which d,epicts

the census tracts of the Winnipeg Region.

Second, distance data is computed as straight-line
distance between facilities and. demand poi.nts.

Pythagorasr Theorem is used to calculate these interpoint
distances. The general formula for the distance

calculati.on is,
ð...2 = (x. - x.)2 + (r- '2r-l I r-' "[i -Yi)

27.
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where d, -2 Ís the distance-decay elementr x, and y- arerl I -l
the co-ordi.nates of the District Office and x. and y.

are the co-ordinates of a d.emand point. The distance

data for present and distance-minimizing facility locations

are listed in the Appendix.

Thi.rd., demand points are assigned weighti.ngs, expressed

as the population in need of Income Security Services at

each demand point. The measure of need adopted here is

based on Harveyts (L972293) concept of potential d.emand

mentioned in Chapter 1. Because of other social services

jurisdictions (Federal Government, City of Winnipegr

private agencies) in the Winnipeg Region which complement

H. & S.D. services and because of numerous eligibility,
production and distribution constraints, supply is not

expected to fulfill public needs. Rather, areal variatíons

in the accessibility and servicing of the population in

need of Income Security Services are meant to id.entify

District Offices which fail to achieve standards of

service delivery acceptable to the Department. These

results can then be combined with other location criteria

to form the basis for more informed spatial planníng in

the lfinnipeg Region.

The first step in deriving levels of potential demand

involves determining the eligibility criteria for supplying

Income Security Servíces. These criteria are catalogued

by case category in the Social Allowances Act and, in

H. & S.D.rs "Social Allowances Administrative Manual".
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The criteria are applied by District office staff in many

d.iverse I.y=, depending on the economic and household

situation of the client. Need is the only demonstrated.

common criterion for service eligibility. Tf clients
meet need.s tests, they receive sociar Allowances. ïf not,
theÍr applications are rejected. and, if necessary, they

are referred to other agencies or levels of government.

The diversity of service cases means that eligibirity
criteria can be applied in many different ways. Therefore,

ín order to overcome computational problems associated

with the applicatíon of eligibility criteria to cover

every type of case sÍtuation handled by W.R.O.S., a

reliable yardstick is proposed as a surrogate of need for
rncome security servíces. The surrogate suggested here is
poverty

Poverty is a very complicated concept with many

interpretations. For exampre, the Economic councir of
Canada (1968:104-105) defines poverty as',...insufficient
access to certain goods, services, and conditions of life
which are available to everyone else and. have come to be

accepted as basic to a decent, minimum standard of
living." Statistics Canad.a is more specific in its
designation of poverty:

"A basic assumption for the main set of estimates
viras that any family or individual spending more
thah 70 per cent of total income on food,
clothing, and shelter was in a low-income
situation and likely to be suffering from
poverty. " (Crolt, 1970:1357) .



Poverty also involves other social, pslzchological and economic

variables. Many of these variables are associated with
d.isadvanÈaged people who are in need of social services,

Iike Social Allowances.

Although poverty appears analogous to the need. for

Social Allowances, it remains to convert the concept to a

meaningful quantitative surrogate. The Special Senate

Committee on Poverty (197I:5) accepts poverty lines as a
measurable surrogate and. explains this choice as follows:

"ïn the simplest terms, a "poverty line"
represenÈs the level of income which divides
the family of a particular síze, place, and
time into the poor and the non-poor. A
poverty line is both conceptual and statistical.
It is conceptual in that ít permits us to
define the scope of poverty in a society; it is
statistical in that it provides us with a means
of counting the number of poor. Once we know
the size of the problem, \^re can begin to
estimate the cost of. solving it, the feasibility
of proposed programs. A poverty line provides
an operational definitÍon of poverty."

There are several way's to devise poverty f.ines.

Statistics Canada/Economic Council of Canada (1968 :108-109)

lines are based on subsístence levels as minimum poverty

lines. Adams, Cameron, Hill and Penz (1971:15) use

relative levels to define maximum poverty lines. The

Special Senate Committee on Poverty (1971:6) compromises

these approaches and offers the following derivation of
poverty lines:

"Given these various alternatives, it seemed
reasonable to the Committee that in
establishing a poverty liner wê should take
account both of the minimum subsistence-leve1
budget estimates of Statistics Canada, cost-

30.



of-living adjustments, adjustments for family
size, and of relaÈive income-deprivation.
The Committee poverty line, therefore,
represents a compromise solution which takes
the budgetary needs as a starting point and.
adjusts the resulting line to take account
of the yearly increase in average income.
Because all these approaches share a number
of characteristics, they do not prod,uce
markedly divergent results."
The Senate lines and. comparable poverty lines for

LgTo are 1ísted in Table #1. rf potentiar demand is to
be calculated from 1971 canada census data using senate

poverty lines, these lines require updating. The

extrapolated senate poverty lines for canada for LgTr are

described. in Table #2. The 1ines are based on a LITL

household income of 92500 for one ind.ividuar. This base

is expand,ed according to household unit size using
::

Family size Equalizer Points (special senate committee

on Poverty, Ig7Lz208-216). Household unit size and

househord income are used. instead of the family unit size
and family income variables found in other poverty rine
d.erivations. This is to accommodate the presumption that
one Social Al1owan""= .ì=" equals one household. The

poverty lÍnes are rounded to the next lowest murtipte of
500 to comply with L97I Census income intervals.

Potential demand for sociar Arlowances is drawn from

a Statistics Canada computer print-out. The computer

analysis invorved. cross-referencing household unj-t size and

household poverty lines for each census tract in the

$Iinnipeg Region. The number of househotds with incomes
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TABI,E #1 -

ramir\ Poverty
size 

\ine 
($)

t
2

3

4

5

6*9

Senate .,

Conunittee*

23IO

3860

4630

5400

6170

6e40 (6)
77Lo(71

I0020

Statistics
Canada,/ECC2

1.

2.

3.

4.

10

Special Senate Committee on Poverty (1971 z216)

Economic Council of Canada (1968:108-109)

Adams, Cameron, Hill and Penz (1971:15)

Adams, Cameron, Hill and Penz (1971:15)

r900

3200

3900

4500

5200

5200

5200

Rglative3

2100

3400

4I00

4800

5500

6200

8900

TABLE #2 - EXTRAPOLATED SENATE PO\ÆRTY LINES FOR CANADA, 1971

3la.

Opinion
Po114

3200

4900

5700

6500

7400

8200

11500

Household
Unit Size

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8+

Family Size
Equalizer Points

3 2500

5 4L6s

6 5000

7 5831

8 6664

9 7500

IO 8330

L2 10000

Poverty llousehold Income
f,ines ($) lntervals ($)

2500

4000

5000

5500

6500

7500

8000

10000



below L97L poverty lines is listed by census tract and.

aggregated by rncome security District in the Appendix.
There were 106 census tracts containing 166r620 total
household. units considered in which 34rALo households

were below the poverty lines. Thís means that
approximately 2t% of all the househord.s in the winnipeg
Regi-on were below the poverty revel. The distribution of
potential demand is shown on Map #1.

Evaluation Conclusions

Measures of .A'., XCD. yCD and A"O for each Income

securÍty District are given in the Append.ix, while the
Centres of Demand have been placed. on Map #g. The E-index
values derived for the four fncome security District
Offices are:

!,Iinnipeg North District Office .535

Winnipeg Central District, Office .7Bg

lilinnipeg South District Office .67g
Vüinnipeg West Ðistrict Office .627

The mean E-index for rncome security facirities is . 67s.
onry vüínnipeg central District office has an E-ind.ex

varue significantly above the mean. The only rncome

securitlr location which appears excessively ineffectíve
is vÍinnipeg North District office. The other locations
appear slightly more effective. However, it is apparent
Èhat North, south and lrlest offices require special
geographicar pranning to correct disparities in the
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accessíbility of facilities to the population in need of
services.

Although this technique provid.es only an initial
indication of spatíal effectiveness, the Centres of
Demand developed here can be used as a basis for
relocating facirities to points which are more accessibre
to the population in need of services. These

statistically-derived locatíons explain most of the

variation between present and optimar facility positions.
However, the final location decision should also be

modified by other location criteria, such as the

availability of economic office locatíons and. ad.equate

floor space, the proximity to transportation routes,
the visibility and identifiability of office buírd.ings

and the direction and infruence of future popuration

growth. This is to accommodate the real-world constraints
whích govern facility location decisions.
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Analytical Limitations

Measures of spatial effectiveness, such as the
technique applied. here, are constrained. by some

important assumptions, generalizations and manipurations.
rn most cases, constraints are accepted to facítitate
the measurement of the many complex features of public
administrative systems. However, these constraints also
pose serious analytical limitations which inhibit
object.ive planning. As a result of planning weaknesses,

measures of spatial effectiveness are onry proposed. as

initiar indicators for evaruation purposes. They provid.e

a general starting point from which more specific spatial
analysis can be applied to pribríc ad.ministrative systems.

Most of the problems associated with spatial
effectiveness techniques are related to normative

assumptions. rt is generalry assumed that the behaviour
of the d.emand population is rat,ional and nor:mative. ft
is presumed public interests are eguivalent to aggregated.

índividual interests. As such, ar1 members of the demand

popul aLion are d.ecision-makers and their aggregate needs

and demand.s are divisible oh an individual and equar basis.
In reality, these cond.itions do not exist. However, in
practice, the assumption is made expedient by the multiple
and complex behaviour of the demand population and by the
wide acceptance of this assumpt,ion by that population.

CHAPTER 4 LIMITATIONS



Several geographers have conrmented. on the assumption

of normative conditions for this form of analysis, For

instance, Scott (1971:2) observes that for 1ocation-

allocation problems "...the moder is a purery normative

mechanism. That is, the model seeks not, so much to
describe real systemsr ëts to represent an optimized.

id.eal state to which rear systems (whether centralized. or
decent,ralized) aspÍre. " Similar1y, Symons (1971:58)

states that "...location decisions made with the tocation-
allocation model of efficiency witl, to the extent that
they reflect assumptions that conflíct with reality,
fair to achieve the desired goal of minimizLng the total
sociar disutílity inherent in the provision of a good or
service." Revelle, Marks and Liebman (1970 2692) complete

the appraisal of these techniques by insisting that.,
t'These methods of analysís are no panacea for
pouring out "optimal" solutions, since the
real world wi.Èh its immense complexity tends
to defy exact. analogs. The results of
analyzing these models may be optimal and
exact in reference to the models, but they
are not necessarily the optimal result.s for
the real world. Rather, the results are
regarded as an aid to the analystr s intuition
and not as a replacement for it. Indeed, thegreatest aid the mod.els provide is a better
understanding of the sensitivity of solutions
to changes in parameters, constraints or
críteria. It remains for the analyst to select
from among the "good" solutions those which
he feels meet the needs and demands of his
region most close1y. "

The techniques are further limited. by the adoption

of Euclidean space. Massam (L972:3) criticízes the

assumption of Euclidean space and joíns in the view that,
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'"...earth-space is made of a surface of varying
friction, and that the separatíon of points and
the effort in moving from one Èo another is
related to the frictional force of the inter-
vening space. Points may be joined by a fast
super-highway or a dirt track, and. the straight-
Iine distance does not reflect, truly the time,
effort or cost of moving between places.
Rectangular road patterns, traffic congestion,
mode of transportation all serve to produce
earth-space of varying degrees of accessibilíty."

Distance data ís often computed as straight-line distance

between points of supply and demand. If the point
distribution is placed wÍthin a cartesían co-ordinate

system, distance calculations are subject to pythagorasI

Theorem. Physical distance (road. mileage, travel time),
economic distance (transport cost,s) or social dist.ance

(intervening opportunities) are more accurate distance

measures because they account for physical and. socio-
economic barriers to movement. However, they are also more

difficult and expensive to d.erive.

Many location-allocation studies have chosen measures

of distance-d.ecay to approximate interaction distances.

For ínsÈance, Gould and Leinbach (196G ¿205) arbitrarily
assign a distance weighting for unpaved versus paved roads

by multiplying unpaved road mileages by two. Symons

(197I:63) also includes a distance-decay parameter k in
the calculation of accessibility at a point in space.

others, like Massam (rg72:4-6), have squared the distance.
The square of the distance ís requi::ed in order to make

the derivation of the Centre of Gravity (Second Areal

Moment) analytically accurate. Massam (L97zz6) comments
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on the use of the centre of Gravity (called. the centre of
Demand in this research) as follows:

"It should be noted that when we calculate M* or
M" we multiply Èhe weight of the point by thË
sÇuare of the dist,ance; therefore points whichare twice as far from the center carry a weightof four times, and those three times ãs farcarry a weight of nine times. !üe are biasíngour measur,e by weightíng very heavily thosepoints which are furthest from the center.
Recentry a method has been found to carcuratethe point within the set of points which
minimizes the linear distancè to al1 points.
This is the poínt of minimum aggregatã travel(M.A.T.). The technique for Ceterñrining thispoint. is complex and until now most st,uáies
have used the location which mínimizes thesquare of the dist,ance (this is the center ofgravity). This is easy to calculate andprovides a unique anshrer; the point of M.A.T.is found on a trial and error Ëasis and. there
need not be a unique position for it.',

However, it is'not necess,arily accurate to assume that
the square of the d.ístance or other functional distance
relationships represent empirical distance-decay or
accessibility

A final note concerns the development of more

comprehensíve measures of spatial effectiveness. Many

measures of geographic accessibility fail to incorporate
more meaningful socio-economic, attitudinal or functional
measures of the population element. The designation of
a serviced population instead of a demand population j-n

location-allocation solutions resurts in deficiencies for
practical problem sorving and is often inad.equate for
planning purposes. These solutions have been pre-
occupied with the economic efficiency of distributing
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facilities and services rather than with the identification

and measurement of other public Aoals. These other public
goals enlist social values, like equity, equality, justice

and need.

Although social values are often difficult to
measure, some geographers recognize the need to
incorporate them with more trad.itional efficiency
algorithms. Recent geographical literature has

suggested instilling a social awareness Ín location-
allocation solutions. For instance, Peet (L972261

advocates the development of a mol:e humane human geography

for understanding the environment of socio-economic

problems. He argues that location moclels should be based

upon â new premise of,efficient locations derived. from

social and economic needs. A more comprehensive index

which integrates accessibiliÈy dist,ances with some spatial
measure of social values is required. fn this w€ly, the

population requiring services rather than the population

served is identifíed and. solutions to maximize

accessibí1ÍLy are made more responsive to public ínterests.
lrihen these analytical limítations are recognized

and the techníques are used in conjunction with related
spatial measures of effectiveness, they can be useful to
the evaluation and. planning of public administrative

systems. Unfortunately, location-allocation models have

not been modified and applied as appropriately as

possible to pr:arctical prob,lems. Holmes ,and. I{ebster
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(1973:1) note that, "Tn instances where models have been

applied to problem situations the latter generally have

been used simpry as exampres to demonstrate the potential
uses to which the modeI, the maín focus of interest in
the study, could. be applied...." There has also been a

prevalent trend to define spatial goars around techniques

nather than to formulate comprehensive measures which

approximate the real identity of these goals.

con-sequently, most measures of spatial effectiveness fail
to take ínto full account the comprehensive range of
spatial goals in government today.

Practical Limitations
,: In add.ition to the above anal-ytical problems, the

techniques used in this evaluation are characterízed by

severar practical limitations. These limitations are a

fr¡ncti-on of the method and d.ata set used. problems are

associated with the choice of a grid overlay, the

constitution of areal units, potential demand. data and,

the comparibility of results.
The choice of a grid overlay as a co-ordi-nate system

is based on an accepted scare for detail and computational

time and costs. The base-map scare and the corresponding

grid scale serected affect the accuracy of pinpointing co-

ordinate locations for the systemrs spatiar components. rn

gene::al, the larger the map scale and the finer the grid
overlayr the more accurate are the co-ordinates derived.
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In this case, a small-sca1e map and a medium-scale grid'

\^rere used, thus creating some rooÍ-l for error in pin-

pointing co-ordinate locations. In partícular, the placement

of demand points at the centres of demand areas (census

tracts) is difficult and ínaccurate, regardless of scale.

As a result of the imprecíse designation of co-ordinqtes,

there is a built-in error factor ín E-ind.ex calculations-

If the index is employed only as an initial indicator

for facility relocation, the error factor should not pose

a serious detriment to the techníque.

The const,ítution of areal units for populat'ion data

also limíts the evaluation. Arbitrary decísÍons on the

number, size (Ievel of aggregation), extent and shape of

demand areas bias index results. In general, the greater

the number, the lower the level of aggregation, the

srnaller the exËent and the mone uniform the shape of

demand areas, the more accurate are location-allocation

solutions. In ttris case, there are 106 census tracts

considered. The census tracts have a high level of

aggregation and irregular extents and shapes. These

conditions distort the relevance of index calculations

to the real-world situation. But again, the error factor

is acceptable, given the intended use of the techniques

as initial indicators, not planning solutions.

Inherent shortcomings in the computation and

quality of the potential demand data set also d'etract

from the accuracy of techniques. For instance'
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information on the number of household.s per census tract
berow the poverty lines is hampered by statistics canadars

data corlectÍon methods. The three to four year time-rag
between the collection and tabulation of L97r census

information means that the popuration data inscribed
in E-index sorutÍons is obsorete for up-to-date planning.

rn turn, restrictions imposed by Lhe Federar Governmentrs

sampling of only one-third of canadian househord.s for
household size and income variables mean that census

totals are derived from projected estimates. Census

totals are atrso rounded off to the nearest mulÈiple of
5 to protect confidentiality limits. These Census

restrictions create some inaccuracy for calculating
potential demands

The type of surrogate measure used to derive poten-

tial demand also influences the, nature and quality of
E-index resurts. rn this case, potential demand data are

a function of the technique and poverty rines chosen to
measure the need for rncome security services. The ext,ra-
porated senate IÍnes serected here ignore significant
household. characteristics and geographícal locatÍon in
favour of a simple operational definition. There are

other factors affecting households, such as social and

psychological problems, which play a large role in
determining rncome security needs. rn addition, poverty

lines vary from place to place according to rocar economic

circumstances, like the cost of living. Therefore, the
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proposed lines are not strictly represent,ative of actual
Income Security needs in the Winnipeg Region.

Poverty lines are also not equivalent to benefits
paid. out under the social Allowances AcÈ. rn all cases,

poverty lines are slightry higher than social Arlowances.

This is attributabre to the inclusion of a work incentive
factor in elígibility criteria which encourages

recipients to supplement benefits with earned income.

As recipíents acquire additionar income, their sociar
Alrowances benefits are diminished at an increasing rate,
until the benefits are nil. rn most cases, discrepancies

between poverty tines and correspond.ing sociar Allowances

payments are marginal.

A further complication involves the assumption that
one social Allowances case equals one household. ït is
true that for most Social Allowances cases only one

individual from a single househord is served. This appries

most prevalently to l{othersr Allowances, Long-term and

Temporary Disability Allowances and Student Aid cases.

But in other cases, particularly those involving Aged

social Allowances and special Dependent care, more than

one individual may be served in the same household. There

are also several dual cases in which more than one

service is supplied to a single recipient. Therefore,

aggre.gate levers of serviced demand and potentiat demand

are not strictly comparabre because sociar Alrowances

cases are not always supplied on a one to one basis to
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households.

Poverty lines also fail to explain the void left
between service levels and the potential demand. for
Income Security Services. There were 13r30I service
recipients in the l¡trinnipeg Region out of a total
Provincial caseload of. 231619 as of December 31, LgTq

(Manitoba Department of Health and social Development;

L974a:2). But there were 34,4]0 households in the

Winnipeg Region below the poverty lines. Therefore,

only 27>" of the potential demand was fulfilled by

t{.R.o.s.¡s service derivery. The remaining 738 was split
between other social welfare concerns, pr:= an unserved

residual. As of December 31, L974, the City of Winnipeg

" coveled 7,656 of the financiar assístance recipients not
served by w.R.o.s., while private agencies speciarizíng
in special Dependent care augmented vü.R.o.s. rs services

by hand.tíng 446 cases and 1,141 recipients (Manitoba

Department of Health and social Deveropment, Lg74bzL9 rz5) .

The remainder were served by the universar programs of
the Federal Government and by other social services

concerns. Again, individuals may receive various

combínations of these services from different
jurisd.ictions. However, an uncontacted or unserved

resídual can remain due to the effects of numerous

eligíbirity, production and distribution constraints on

service delivery

A final note concerns the comparability of spatial
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effectiveness between different, administrative systems.

At present, it is inadvisable to compare ind.ex results

with those developed in other studies, unless identical

analytical techniques and scales of measurement apply

and similar services are measured.. For instance, the

E-index values d.erived by Massam and. Burghardt (1968)

in a study of eight Provincial Departments in Southern

Ontario can not be compared to the index values derived

here. Variations in the techniques, grid overlays,

areal units and services studied do not permit meaningful

comparisons. More studies based on similar methodologies

are required before a basis for index comparisons is

available.

Vüith these practical limitations in mind, it is
possible to gain an improved perception of some of the

spatial problems facing W.R.O.S. This only represents

the inÍtial phase of analysis. Other detailed evaluation

and planning are required before !V.R.O.S can approach the

fulfillment, of its spatial goals. In partícular, the

development of an even more comprehensive measure of

spatíaI effectiveness and improvements in available data

sets are required. Then, it may be possible for !{.R.O.S

to initiate more informed planning leading to improvements

in the sp,atial effectiveness of service delivery.
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rn the previous chaptersr ârI administrative system

was evaluated and. some of the rimitations for measuring

spatiar effectiveness $/ere examined. The aim was Èo gain
an improved und.erstand.ing of the mechanism required to
measure the furfillment of spatial goats in public
administrative systems. However, thís only represents a
preriminary investigation. other studies, whether

theoreticar or appried, general or specific, are required,
to fully explore the relevant concepts and methods. some

of the concerns requiring the particular attention of
geographers and government researchers are d.i.scussed berow.

CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSTONS

Suggested Research

Geography can make a significant contribution to the
planned development of public administrat,ion. Massann

(19722371 notes that t

"...the gtudy of administrative patterns is afascinating field which allows the geographer
to formulate and test hypotheses about-mañ,s
organízation of space, and also to assist in avery practical way by applyÍng his knowledge
to real-world problems. The geographer cannot
stand. alone in this field; he must cooperatewith workers in other disciplines such as
economics, operations research and business
management. Also he must be prepared to usethe tools of these subjects aña so enrichhis oh/n discipline. "

lrlhether this contribution is theoretical, practical
or both, a more meaningful and comprehensive approach to



planning the geography of public ad.ministration is
required. In particular, there should be a greater

emphasis on promoting the fulfillment of public goals

by means of ongoing, objective evaluation. Holmes and

Vtebster (1973:3) comment on the need for this type of
rigorous planning;

"In the public sector re-evaluation is usually
instigated by mount,ing public dissatisfaction
with the effectiveness of the existÍng system.
The continued. use of an out-dated and
inefficíent public facilíty system over
extended periods of time both reduces its
contribution to the common good and threaten*s
the administrative control of the system.
Therefore, it, is advantageous to both the
public administrator and the consumer
population to have periodic re-evaluation
of the efficíency of such delivery systems. "

'In ad.dition to the economic requisites currently
stressed. in most administrative development, there should

be a concomitant acknowledgement of social values which

reflecÈ public interest,s. It is Ímportant, to know how

adequately government fulfills public goalsr âs well as

how economically giovernment funct,ions in carrying out

these goals. Since the effectiveness and efficiency of
public administration systems are interrelated,

discrepancies in service delivery and,/or administrative

d.iseconomies can result from a failure to consider both

objectives in planning solutions.

Current measures of spatial effectiveness are only

applicable as initial indicators for evaluating pubtic
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administrative systems. They wourd be more incisive to
resolving the geographícal problems of these systems if
the underlying concepts and method.s were more accuratery

and relevantry defined. The restrictions imposed by the

normative assumptíons and limitations mentíoned in
chapter 4 must be reconciled. before spatiar effectiveness
can be more aptly defined and operationalized. as a
formative planning solution. Most notably, evaluations

should be a function of the spatial goals measured, not

of available techniques and data sets.. The elements of
the functional relationship should. be defined precisely
in accord.ance with the spatial goars studied so that the

appropriate variation of the location-allocation problem

(or other functional relationship) is applied.
Future research in this area should also stress the

development of more comprehensive measures which refrect
the contemporary concerns of government and society. For

Ínstance, there is an ongoing objective in Geography to
develop more accurate distance measures. Most distance

measures are weighted to allow for various spatial
elastícity effects. However, in the case of gove:rnment

service delívery, it is more relevant to consider the

perceived accessibility of the populaLion applying for
services. Perceptual variations in the demand

populationrs access to faciliti-es are not accounted for
in current location sorutíons. rf the demand popuration
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is free to choose any one among severar locations in a

set of facirities from which to receive services, the

nearest facitity (with modifications from other sociar
preferences) is most commonly selected. However, when

the administrative systern assigns the demand popuration

to facilities without choice, the tocations the system

selects as the most accessible for the total demand

population may not arways be the locations individ^ual
consumers perceive as the most accessible to their
residences, whether accessibility is measured in real_ or
perceptual terms

A more comprehensive definition of the population
eleme.nt is also required. rt is becoming more important
in government today to delimit the popuration in need of
public services so that more informed pranning can be

initiated. in anticipation of probabre service demands.

However, measures of need. a::e not always readily d,everoped..

surrogates applied in rieu of the erigibirity critería for
supplying services are notabry deficient for d.eriving
meaningful levels of need.. statisticarly-derived
potentiar demand fails to distingui,sh between essential
and non-essential service responses.

Although it provides a rough approximation of need,
potential demand does not ¿sçqun! for needs fulfilled by

other service jurisdictions and. for uncontacted. needs.

The latter often results from the administrative systemrs
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failure to educate the demand population about service

opportunities. A more precise portrayal of need could

be obtained if only one service jurisdiction existed or
if all jurisdictions for a particular service category

observed the same eligibility crite'ria. ïn these cases,

a complex procedure for operationalizing the eligibilíty
criteria as a measure applied. across the relevant
characteristics of the regionat population could, be

designed. However, these would only be temporary measures

of need because of the changing nature of the demand.

populaËion.

Measures of spatiar effectiveness can not be proferred

ês prescriptive or up:to-d.ate planning solutions. However,

the more comprehensively these measures are defined, the

more useful they can be to geographical planning. They

offer a formative basis for other specialized. studies which

formally aim to resolve geographical deficiencies. By

contemporizing these measures and by applying them widely

in many practical studies, a comparative base can be

developed in which the spatial goals of government today

are evaluated for a broad range of publíc services. The

responsiveness to public interests and the analytical

comparisons emanating from this approach could be usefur
to the development of improved. planning practices in
government.
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Planning Applications

With a few exceptions, geography has ptayed only a

minor role in the past deveropment of H. & s.D. The

Department requíres more rigorous geographical planning
to identify problem areas and to initiate more informed.
development decisions. The location-allocation sorution
applied in this research provides a starting poinÈ for
determining optimar facirity tocations and for resolving
other spatial problems. However, the solutions are not
absolute. They are constrained. by varÍous assumptions

and limitations and should. be modified further by other
real-world location critería. rn turn, the Department

requires ongoÍng, objective geographicat evaruation to
optimize service d.elivery to the public and to reduce

operating costs. The intention wourd be to increase the
co-ordinatÍon and consistency of service delivery, to
improve policíes and practices governing administrative
matters and to co-ordinate health and social services
jurisdictions to eliminate service duplication.

Before any of these objectives can be attained,
H- & s.D. must deverop more useful research data. lhe
Eepartment shourd compile more complete service data t :

incruding the automation of arl case characteristics. The

present social Allowances computer file onry entairs a

70e" sampre and the case characteristics are inadequate

for planning purposes. The absence of any automated
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d.ata for Personal Services and other H. & S.D. services

also restricts the geographical planning of these services.

Furthermore, the use of postal code areas instead of

census units for the areal- coding of Departmental data

d.etracts from the quality of possible research. H. e S.D.

employed census coding for the Socia1 Allowances file

prior to September, Lg73, but has since adopted postal

area cod.ing for convenience. However, the use of postal

code areas gives the mailíng address of clientele and. not

the desired residential (household) location. Information

comparisons with the Canada Census d.ata file would be

facilitated if the Department coded service data by census

uníts. A special report prepared by Statistics Canada

(Lg72) outlines some of the statistical, ad.ministrative

and planning benefits which could result from such

coding and data referencing.

With these improvements to Departmental data, ít

would be possible to implement a number of more informed

planning innovations. In particular, the implementation

of an alternative administratiVe plan for lVinnipeg Region

service delivery would be facilitated. A more thorough

evaluation, starting with a study of Vl.R.O.S. rs spatial

effectiveness, would aid in the understanding of the kinds

of spatial development required. If necessêrY, wholesale

re-organization of the present system could then be

initiated to reduce operating costs and make service
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delivery more responsive Èo public needs and demands.

The design of an alternative administrative plan

would. be contingent on the geographical shortcomings of
W.R.O.S. The main problem appears to concern the

Departmentr s development of three distinct spat.ial
systems in the v'rinnipeg Region. Disjoínt sets of facility
locations and intersecting service areas partition
rncome securí.ty, Personal ,services and separated services
functions. These systems adhere to the Departmentrs poricy
of locating facílities in the areas they serve, but fail
to fully observe the policy of centrali zl:ng ïncome

security in the region and decentratizíng personal services
to the community leveI.

ïn addition, geographicar factors are insufficientry
weighted. ín delimiting service areas. some service areas

are convenientry delÍneated,by former city and municipal

boundaries and somewhat less by more significant physical
features, such as the Red and Assiniboine River axes.

The areal pattern is also d.eficient in service areas

defined by common service needs, community identity and

equal population and caseload leve1s. The lack of
conformity of winnipeg Region service bound,aries to more

familiar city of winnipeg community committee Areas arso

hinders ready pubric identification with H. & s.D. servíce
jurisdiction. consequentry, Departmentar crientele are

confused by overcompricated spatial systems. streamlíned.
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and. consistent spatial planning to meet community needs

is essential before the same can be realized for !{.R.o.s. rs

internal admini stration

A number of alternative administratíve plans can be

suggested to resolve these problems and to improve the
spatial effectiveness of IV.R.o.s. The geographical

alternatives for service delivery range from totar
centralízation to total decentrarization. Tn the former
case' H. & s.D. clientele would. travel to a singre central
locaÈion in the vüínnipeg Regíon for the comprete array of
community services. This wourd be the most economic

method for the Department, but would not correspond. to
public interests for accessibirity to services. rn the
latter case, H. & S.D. clie,ntele would travel to
geographically-assigned, communiLy-based locations where

each facility wourd distribute the complete array of
community servÍces. This wourd be the most responsíve
method. for the public, but would. not correspond to the
Provincers interest in econornizing service d.erivery costs.

A consistent, people-oríented spatial pran is required
to meet accessibility and need requísites. such a plan
is currently being considered by H. & S.D. The plan
represents a compromíse between total centralization and

total decentralization and is in keeping with w.R.o.s. rs

spatial goals. Furthermore, it rend.s ítself readily to
community needs, offers legislative and economic
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feasibility and would mj-nimize the d.isruption of
Departmental clientele and staff during the implementation

process.

The alternative involves two significant departures

from the current system. First, the Administratíon

componell.-t and Income Security administrative and. paper

processing (service crerks) would be centrarized at one

location in the vlinnipeg Region. Neither crientele nor

staff would travel to and from tJre location, since
personal contacts would not be required. to fulfirr this
facility's functions. Rather, ttre aim woutd be to provide

an efficient and effectíve processing method and control
of the financial program. All activities related to
service derivery wourd be on a referral basis with other
regional facilities and jurisdictions.

Second, Personal Services and. the Income Security

fntake and. Evaruator functions wourd. be decentralized

and located more exactly at the community level. Both

clientele and. staff would traver to and from community

locations to carry out service d.elivery. Facilities
would d.eliver the complete array of community services

and wourd be assigned to the twelve community committee

Areas of the City of Winnipeg depicted in Map #9. The

Rurar Municipalities of East and west st. paur wouLd arso

be included in the sphere of the Vtinnípeg Region for
cohesive health and sociar services planning. They would
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be allocated to the communit,ies of East and. v'lest Kild.onan

respectively.

This scheme represent,s a marl<ed remodelling of W.R.O.S.

on the línes of the City of V,Iínnipeg Public Hea1th and

Public Welfare spatial systems. The future possibility
of Provincial and City health and social services

becoming housed und.er one roof , with or without separate

legal jurisdictions, could.,be crucial to locating !\tinnipeg

Regíon facilities. It might be feasible to locate some

offices at present City sites, given adequate floor space

conditions. The city of winnipeg Public lr7elfare community

office locations are marked on Map #9. The Cityrs public

Ilealth offices already coincide with W.,R.O.S. ts health

unit (Persona1 Services) tocatíons.

Community Committee Areas were selected as the areal

units for service delivery because of their relevance to
community administration in the Winnipeg Region. These

areas are delineated by such geographical factors as the

Red and Assiniboine River axes, community identity,
previous city and municipal boundaries and ward.s of
equal population. This neighbourhood or conmunity-based.

approach to the delivery of health and social services

has met with success in other large metropotitan centres

in Canada.

The alternative administrative plan would span a two

to three year implementaÈion period. The actual time
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Ì^rould depend on such factors as the acquisition of suitable
facility rocations and floor space, the estabrishment of
an efficient inter-facirity communications network and

ttre development of a standa¡d method. of processing cases.
rf and when the alternative plan is accepted in princíple,
this research and other geographicat evaruation eould.

become informative to the location of facÍrities and to
the design of associated slrsÈems and procedures.

Geography can also play a significant, part in
developing other geographical aspects of H. & s.D. For
instance, measures of spatial effectiveness could. be

applied in the other six adminístrative regions to promote
geographical evaluation and planning and to devel0p a

comparative analytical base. rn this wây, styles of
service delivery could. be compared between regions a*d.

an overall service philosophy could be developed. stud.Íes
invorving priorized office location criteria, fierd staff
functions (rnÈake Íùorkers, Evaluators, personal services
workers) and the modes of transportation used in service
delivery courd also be reviewed in conjunction with these
regional comparisons.

Future spatíal developments in H. e s.D. wilr depend
on administrative changes in other health and sociar
services jurisdictions. At present, there is a

jurisdictional overlap between the province, the Federal
Government, local governments and private agencies. As
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a result' many services are duplicated, spatial systems

inÈersect and the generar pubric is confused. since
health and. sociar services are primarily a provincial
responsibÍlity according to secËion gz of the B.N.A. Act,
the Department should attempt to combine service delivery
with other levels of government and. private agencies.
wherever possibre, H. & s.D. shourd. pursue a course.of
co-ordinated planning and service delivery, particurarly
with local governments and private agencies. rn the case
of the Federal Government, there are ongoing tarks on the
replacement of present provinciar werfare systems with
a Guaranteed Annual rncome program. This program wourd,

be operated by the provinces across canada, but would. be
supervised and controlled by Ottawa.

These consideraËions should be incorporated, in a

long-term strategy of spatiar development for H. & s.D.
Moreover, if the Department and, Manitobans are to rearize
the benefits of effective and efficient service derivery,
H. & s.D- must undertake objective geographical pranning
on an ongoing or periodic basis. otherwise, ad hoc reform
will continue to be the method, prescribed. ,"=;;ating
public dissatisfactÍon created by administrative problems.
This situation is untenable for a Department that reries
heaviry on its rapport with crients and on the accept,ance

of its policíes from the broader publíc.
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